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About This Game

Join the adventures of Little Jack.
You will need to solve many interconnected puzzles that involve finding keys, pushing crates in order to reach the exit door.

Also you will need to fight your way into this world because is full of dangerous creatures that will not hesitate to attach you on
sight.

The game will have 4 difficulty levels so that each person regardless of its skill level can enjoy this game.
There will be 2 huge areas(1 regular game and 1 bonus level) to play in.
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little ropo and jack adventures

its sooooooooo good play it as much as u can man........................... This game is just REALLY bad, like really really bad..
challenging, interesting and a great platformer... I recommend it!. Jack reminds me of COMMANDER KEEN from ancient
days.

good times. Jack reminds me of COMMANDER KEEN from ancient days.

good times
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This game is so hard if it was a person it could Kill dwan the rock johnson it is literaly impossible and i cannot beat it. Why
bother playing some half baked game? One level, really? And second - probably unfinished - so they called it bonus... Its nice
"backbone" for something bigger, but in this form its unacceptable. Better stick to "Win the game" game.. GAME OF THE
YEAR 2017.
-AMAZING GRAPHICS
-SICC♥♥♥♥♥SOUNDTRACK
-CONTROLS ON POINT
-FANTASTIC STORY
10/10 WOULD BUY AGAIN. this game is very bad and i don't know how it was on steam. its sooooooooo good play it as much
as u can man........................... Why bother playing some half baked game? One level, really? And second - probably unfinished
- so they called it bonus... Its nice "backbone" for something bigger, but in this form its unacceptable. Better stick to "Win the
game" game.. This generic "let's try to be retro by being\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665quot; game's controls don't
work if you put the game in fullscreen mode.
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